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The new BFAG.net® police barriers, foldable

Developed by the BFAG.net®
in accordance with the current
provisions of law - tried and tested

foldable

> necessary safety distance between
struts 120 mm
> 13 struts instead of the previous 9 struts
> foldable, self-locking bolts
> connector hooks adjustable to the right and left
> space for company logo 120 mm x 100 mm
> possible to unlock and connect only at an
angle of 45 degrees
> space-saving construction (folded)
> appropriate transport pallet available
> fits transversely on to truck

> bag rest possible, for all barriers
> hook positioned on the left of the barrier,
also possible on the right
> length 2,161 mm, width 1,100 mm,
height 1,100 mm

The police barrier is also locked
when in the folded up position
due to the self-locking bolts

Bolts self-locking due to heavy
weight. Bolts locked in folded up
and unfolded position

STG 35 Multi - stacking pallet
Possible to stack up to 4 pallets
one on top of the other
Supports split and adjustable
Here loaded with police barriers,
see STG 35

By dismantling and mounting
on different feet, the police
barrier can also be used as an
adequate BFAG.net® gate barrier

POLICE BARRIERS
Police barrier C3 and gate system C6

Police barrier - rigid and foldable

For controlling and managing crowds safely at events

Police barrier, rigid
Dimensions: L 2,088 mm x 1,200 mm
Fully galvanized

Police barriers with add-on components

> visitor gate channels/separation systems are
structural components enabling entry control to
a room/area. On the one hand people can be
checked with regard to their access right and
on the other hand access can be organized in
orderly lanes.

Also available with baseplate. Please enquire
about the brochure „Gate Barriers“!

Bag rests can be secured to all barriers.
Table suitable for all barrier systems.

Producer: H.M.R. Handels GmbH
Gutenbergstraße 1, D-59174 Kamen
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